
FROSTY FL FIGURE/TECH MEET! We will run ahead if possible. Athletes can arrive 

before time and wait in grass area. Space is available to set up tents in grass as long as you stay 

socially distanced! Once group before them clears deck, the next group will be allowed on deck 

no matter the time- must check in first. We will start lap swim 10 minutes after deck is clear 

and next group starts checking in. FILL OUT COVID FORM ONLINE TO HELP CHECK IN 

PROCESS GO MORE QUICKLY!  

Saturday – December 5th –  

7:30 Novice arrive & set up in grassy area. Novice should arrive wearing 

solid one-piece black suit with SWW shirt (if available) on top. Stretch 

until check in time. 

7:30 Pool open, novice athletes and coaches ONLY  

7:45 Meeting- Coaches that don’t have novices can zoom in. :)  

8:00 Novice figure lap swim- check map for lanes per team wearing black 

suit & SWW cap 

8:15 Novice warm up- blocked off areas for each team- 10 minutes X 2 

group After warm up, keep black suit on & change into white cap. 

8:35 Each team lines up  

8:40-9:25 Novice comp- (41 athletes) 2 panels- each team stays on side. 

After two figures completed- judges move.  

9:00 Intermediate B swimmers arrive wearing black suit & SWW shirt (if 

available) on top. Set up in grassy area. Stretch until check in time. 

9:35 Novice clear deck- Intermediate B check in  

9:45 Intermediate B lap swim wearing black suit & SWW cap 

10:00 Figure warm up 10 minutes Change into white cap after warm up. 

10:10 Each team lines up  

10:15-10:55 Intermediate B comp- (26 athletes) 2 panels- each team 

stays on side. After two figures completed- judges move.  



10:30 Intermediate A swimmers arrive wearing black suit & SWW shirt 

(if available) on top. Set up in grassy area. Stretch until check in time. 

11:05 Intermediate clear deck- Intermediate A + 12- U check in  

11:15 Intermediate A + 12- U lap swim wearing black suit & SWW cap 

11:30 Figure warm up 10 minutes change into white cap after warm up 

11:40 Each team lines up  

11:45-12:30 Intermediate A + 12- U comp (21athletes) 2 panels- each 

team stays on side. After two figures completed- judges move.  

12:10-12:30 13-15 improv athletes can check in and lap swim in lanes in 

their team’s lanes  

12:40 Intermediate A 12-U clear deck (unless in improv)  

12:30-12:50 Improv- warm up (6 minutes) followed by comp: 13-15 & 

12- U (10 athlete)  

12:30 Advanced 13-15 swimmers arrive wearing SWW suit over black 

suit & SWW shirt on top. Set up in grassy area. Stretch until check in 

time. 

12:50 13-15 check in  

12:50-1:15 Lunch break for coaches and judges  

1:00 13-15 lap swim in SWW suit & SWW cap 

1:15 Figure warm up 10 minutes Take off SWW suit and put on SWW cap 

after warm up 

1:25-2:15 13-15 comp (24 athletes) 2 panels- each team stays on side. 

After two figures completed- judges move.  

2:00 Ariadne arrive wearing black suit under SWW suit & SWW shirt on 

top. Set up in grassy area. Stretch until check in time 

2:25 13-15 clear deck - 16-over check in Bianca will probably have to 

check in again 



2:35 16-over lap swim in SWW suit & SWW cap 

2:50 Element warm up 10 minutes take off SWW suit & put on white cap 

after warm up 

3:00- 3:30 16-over comp 


